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About This Game

Play as the last able cherub tasked with defending heavens gate from scores of demons! Unlock powers such as lightning strikes
to even the odds.

With your sword and shield you have the ability to switch between three different stance, with each stand having its own
abilities. Master the style that makes you the most effective defender and triumph against all evil.

Paulo's Wing is the first game where all of the art was created in Tilt Brush! Even the font!
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Title: Paulo's Wing
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Angry Array
Publisher:
Angry Array
Release Date: 23 Feb, 2017

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10

Processor: Intel i5-4590, AMD FX 8350 equivalent or better.

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 970, AMD Radeon R9 290 equivalent or better.

Storage: 110 MB available space

English
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I don't understand all the positive reviews for this game. It's a very basic wave shoot... melee. You will hear over and over again
this phrase "You have to swing it like a real sword!"

Basically, 180 degrees in front of you and above, little flying demons will come at you while throwing balls of
fire\/shadow\/magic that hurt you. You are equipped with a shield and a sword. Supposedly you have these powers that you can
build up and use.

Unfortunately, you will be bored to tears. It's just a seemingly endless wave after wave of this same basic enemy type that
literally flies to you so you can melee them with your sword. They will stay in one spot for you after having flown around all
around you throwing balls of dark magic. It will take multiple swipes to eliminate these creatures. Your arm will get tired. You
will think to yourself, should I go on and keep playing to see if I can survive long enough to see something different (The store
description says there's a boss)

In the end, if you're like me, you will decide that your time is better spent on other, more interesting games. This isn't fun. Even
at the current Halloween sale price of $1.79 I cannot give a positive recommendation. It's just too boring and I can't get past the
sheer boredom and arm tiredness to press on to see if I can survive long enough to see somthing other than more of the same
(the screenshots show a purple fat boss looking enemy).

Rate 4\/10 Sale Price Rating ... would give 3\/10 at normal price of $6.99

note: I played this on the Oculus Rift with Touch Controllers and didn't notice any issues.. Love the art style, it looks fantastic.
Overall a fun little game. It can be quite challenging too, made me sweat a little bit.. This is awesome. You HAVE to swing it
like a real sword.. Really cool game. Amazing art but it gets you pretty winded, you have to move quite a bit in this game.. This
is awesome. You HAVE to swing it like a real sword.. Love the art style, it looks fantastic. Overall a fun little game. It can be
quite challenging too, made me sweat a little bit.. Really cool game. Amazing art but it gets you pretty winded, you have to move
quite a bit in this game.. I don't understand all the positive reviews for this game. It's a very basic wave shoot... melee. You will
hear over and over again this phrase "You have to swing it like a real sword!"
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fire\/shadow\/magic that hurt you. You are equipped with a shield and a sword. Supposedly you have these powers that you can
build up and use.
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at the current Halloween sale price of $1.79 I cannot give a positive recommendation. It's just too boring and I can't get past the
sheer boredom and arm tiredness to press on to see if I can survive long enough to see somthing other than more of the same
(the screenshots show a purple fat boss looking enemy).
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